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SITE 1

Iron Age grave
On the crest of the hill northwest of the Slottsängen home for the elder is a
single Iron Age grave, concealed in the undergrowth. Usually more graves
lie near the ones that can be seen, hidden under the grass and shrubs. This
particular grave could be from the earlier Iron Age, perhaps around the time
of the birth of Christ some 2 000 years ago.
In those times it was common for the dead to be cremated before
burial. Sometimes the burnt bones were cleaned from soot and coal before
being laid in the grave. The dead were not usually accompanied by very
many burial gifts, but special finds in graves from this period can include
imported glass goblets from the Roman empire.

Graves often look like this when archaeologists have carefully removed all the soil and
grass that covered them over the years, before an excavation.
PHOTO: JONAS WIKBORG, SOCIETAS ARCHAEOLOGICA UPSALIENSIS

Iron Age grave northwest of the Slottsängen home for the elder.
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SITE 2

SITE 3

Norrtorp

Iron Age settlement

The Norrtorp croft once belonged to the Salsta estate, but old documents
indicate that it did not have to pay tribute to the main estate, which was
otherwise common. Since the site of the croft is abandoned, and existed
before 1850, Norrtorp is now a heritage site under statutory protection.

On the level ground at the edge of the woods was a settlement during the
Iron Age. When archaeologists found this settlement they encountered
remains of poles which may have been part of a house, and also the remains
of a large oven. Different ovens may have been used for cooking and firing
ceramic vessels as well as for smelting iron for tools etc. The settlement
may have been inhabited by the same people who made the Iron Age grave
by the Slottsängen home for the elder (Site 1).

Norrtorp in Salsta forest, on a historical map from 1748.

The Iron Age settlement.

MAP: LANTMÄTERISTYRELSENS ARKIV
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S I T E S 4, 5 AND 7

Stone Age settlements
Archaeologists have recently found three Stone Age settlements in the
Stenhammar forest. The sea level was much higher during the Stone Age
than it is today. Settlements were often situated near the coast or by a lake.
The people, who were hunter- gatherers, led a nomadic existence, and
fishing was common as well as gathering plants and hunting for food. The
tools people used were made of wood, bone and stone.
In central Sweden farming was introduced around 5 500 years ago. This
meant that people became more or less permanently settled at one place.
The Stone Age people began making ceramic pots. These pots could be
used for cooking food over an open fire, for fermenting various beverages
and porridges, as well as for storing food. The oldest traces of farming
identified by archaeologists are in the Middle East, where people cultivated
plants as early as around 10 000 years ago.

Axes and worked quartz made by
hunter-gatherers.

Funnel beaker vessel made by early
farmers, Kristianstad in Skåne.
PHOTO: HISTORISKA MUSEEET

Two hunter-gatherer settlements, around 7 000 years old, and the sea level at that time.

An early farming settlement, around 5 000 years old, and the sea level at that time.
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P L ATS 6

P L AT S 8

Solstugan

Jättestolen

The Solstugan croft existed in this place from the 18th century until about
1970. The foundations of the dwelling house as well as the barn and parts
of a cellar remain. The croft is listed as a heritage site under statutory
protection.

Jättestolen, or the Giant’s chair, at Stenhammar was formed during the Ice
Age by flowing water that made stones and gravel swirl around in a crevice
in the rock – over a very, very long period of time. Eventually this created
a smooth hollow in the rock. These types of formations are usually called
Giants’ kettles. There are several similar ones close to one of the Stone Age
settlement sites (Site 4).
In the old days it was said that this formation in the rocky outcrop at
Stenhammar was a chair where giants had been sitting.

The croft is on open ground and is a great place for a break when the sun is shining!

The Solstugan croft, county district map about 1900.

The Giant’s chair at Stenhammar.
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SITE 9

SITE 10

Salsta småskola

Iron Age graves

Schooling became compulsory for all children in Sweden in 1842. This
is the site where Salsta småskola (”junior school”) stood. As the school
was built in 1878, i e after 1850, it does not have statutory protection as
a heritage site. It was demolished in the 1970s.

In the Flen municipality there are
around 2 000 known prehistoric
graves and burial sites from the
Iron Age. Next to the old arable
land west of Salsta is a small burial
site with five visible graves from
the Iron Age. It is about 1 000
years old, from the period we call
the Viking Age. Northwest of the
burial site is an additional grave
mound. The burial site and the
mound were probably part of a
larger site which has been broken
up by centuries of cultivation and
other activities.
Common finds in male Viking
Age graves include neck rings of
iron with Thor’s hammer pendants.
Women might be buried with glass
beads of different colours. The
beads were often imported from
the Middle East.

Photo of Salsta småskola in 1899.
PHOTO: FLENS HEMBYGDSFÖRENINGS ARKIV

The burial site to the west and the site of
Salsta farm to the east.

A Thor’s hammer neck ring from the
Viking Age.
PHOTO: HISTORISKA MUSEET

Beads from the Viking Age.
PHOTO: LINDA WÅHLANDER
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S I T E 11

Salsta
In the middle of the Salsta residential area remains a hill with a ramp built
out of rocks. Here Salsta farm was situated during Medieval times. Salsta is
known by records from the 1380s. It was one of five farms in the area that
existed before the town of Flen was established.
The preserved stone ramp led to the barn, which was demolished in the
1960s. It was used to transport hay up to the barn for drying. The hay was
then used as winter feed for the farm animals.
Since the Bronze Age, some 4 000 years ago, farmers in Sweden used
ards, a type of light plough, to loosen the soil before sowing. During the
Viking Age farmers began using a heavier plough that also turned the
soil, but this type of plough spread very slowly in the country. It was
only towards the end of the 19th century that it became a common tool in
Swedish agriculture.

Rock carving of a farmer with an ard from
the Bronze Age.
IMAGE: VÄRLDENS BILDER		

The stone ramp in Salsta.

A farmer in Egypt around 3 200 BP.
IMAGE: ALAMY STOCK PHOTO

This is perhaps what it looked like in use.
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Reflections
1.

 hy did more and more people during the Stone Age choose to live
W
like sedentary farmers rather than living like nomads, from gathering,
fishing and hunting?
2.	How can you store different kinds of food if you don’t have a
refrigerator and a freezer?
3.	Why did more and more people, from the Medieval times on, choose
to live in towns and cities rather than like farmers, by agriculture?
4.	What might everyday life have been like 500 years ago, and 100 years
ago, on Salsta and other farms around Flen?
5. Who gets to be buried? And who doesn’t get to be buried?
6.	What does it signify to lay burial gifts alongside the dead
in the grave?
7.	Why were some people buried with rich burial gifts while other
graves have none at all?
8. What does it suggest when archaeologists find coins from the
Byzantine Empire, the Islamic Caliphate and other places in Viking
Age graves?

Where are there heritage sites?
You can use the Swedish National Heritage Board’s search function
”Fornsök” to get information about all known and registered prehistoric
remains and other heritage sites in Sweden, on land and in the water.
The register is updated regularly, www.fornsok.se
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Your own notes:
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Glossary
Ancient remain

Traces of human activity in the past

Ard

A light plough for making furrows in the soil

BP

Before present

Bronze Age

The period between 3 800 and 2 500 BP

Burial site

A group of graves; a cemetery

Burial mound

A grave covered by a mound of earth

Ceramics

Fired clay, e g for pots

Croft

A form of land tenancy. The Swedish word, ”torp”, now refers to
the crofter’s cottage, or any cottage

Foundation

The bottom part of a house, often made of big stones, on which the
rest of the house is built

Glass goblet

A glass vessel for drinking from

Iron Age

The period between 2 500 and 950 BP

Medieval times

The period between 950 and 500 BP

Nomad

A person who does not live permanently in one place and does not
practice agriculture

Plough

A tool for cutting and turning the soil

Rock carving

Pictures or symbols carved into the rock face

Sedentary

People, often farmers, living permanently in one place

Settlement

A place where people have lived or live

Stone ramp

A means of access to a higher place, in this case to the attic of
a barn

Stone Age

The period until 3 800 BP

Thor’s hammer

A symbol for the god Thor in Nordic mythology

Viking

A person who lived between 1 200 and 950 years ago
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Viking Age

The period between 1 200 and 950 BP – the last part of the Iron Age

Winter feed

Food for the winter when animals can’t graze outside

Your own notes:

All ancient remains and heritage sites in Sweden
are protected under the Heritage Conservation Act.
This means that it is illegal to alter or ruin an ancient remain or a
heritage site, for example by digging on it. The reason why ancient
remains and heritage sites are protected is so that everyone will have
access to the story that each one of them tells, now and in the future.
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